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Abstract

Product distinctiveness evaluation based on need for uniqueness is a fundamental psychological process in consumer choice, and researchers have found some results about it. From product feature comparison perspective, this article arranges these influence factors and establishes the structural system of consumer evaluation for product distinctiveness, and summarizes the researches achievements in this field.
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1. Introduction

Influence of need for uniqueness on consuming behaviors is always an important research perspective for scholars, which overturns traditional theory of interpersonal attraction and reveals influences of perceptive similarity on customer choice for unique products. It is shown from theory of interpersonal attraction that level of similarity among people decides their relations, the higher the level of similarity is, the higher the acceptance level will be, that is, birds of a feather flock together [1]. Therefore, individuals will increase level of similarity to blend in the group through herd behavior. However, positive relationship between level of similarity and acceptance level is denied by theory of uniqueness. According to theory of uniqueness, when individuals find their social environments are highly similar to others, they will attempt to reshape their own self-esteem through self-distinquished behaviors in order to reduce negative emotions [2]. Need for uniqueness is stimulated in such condition and affects choice behaviors of consumers [3].
It is found from previous researches that consumer objectives can be realized by possessions [4]. And the consuming behavior to purchase unique products and to show the differences from others can meet the need for uniqueness of individuals, thus consumers are willing to purchase unique products to demonstrate their differences with the others and to establish and improve their own images in others’ mind so as to meet individual need for uniqueness [3]. Product distinctiveness plays a role in reduction of product fungibility and in resistance of competitors’ influences [5]. Thus, for the enterprises, evaluation method and element research by consumers for product distinctiveness have essential reference values and practical meanings. So, driven by need for uniqueness, how do consumers evaluate whether products have distinctiveness and choose it?

Combined with domestic and overseas latest research results, the paper arranges divisional dimensions of evaluation for product distinctiveness and establishes the structural system which influences consumers’ evaluation and choice on product distinctiveness from perspective of product attribute comparison, and meanwhile integrates research achievements of the field in this system.

2. Product Distinctiveness Evaluation Framework

Product distinctiveness evaluation is the ability of consumers to perceive products different from competitors [6]. Information concern and processing are the primary processes to evaluate product distinctiveness. Due to limitations of cognitive resources, information processing ability of consumers is restricted, thus it is hard for them to make decisions in the complete information situations, but they will choose some information to be processed and deduced. Therefore, it is essential that what kind of information consumers will choose to assist in decision-making. According to the opinion of selective processing, consumers will firstly pay attention to the information in accordance with their own targets, that is, the concern of consumers to specific product information is goal-driven [7]. When consumers are driven by need for uniqueness, they need to purchase products which can represent uniqueness to show their differences [3]. When processing information, consumers shall firstly pay attention to the product information which can realize individual need for uniqueness and the product information to represent uniqueness is the focus of selective processing by consumers. Thus, consumers’ evaluation for product distinctiveness is firstly the selective processing process of cognitive resource allocation, and secondly the process to dispose information and evaluate product uniqueness [8].

Difference and uniqueness are derived from comparison. In the process of consumer’s choice, their judgments and preference are almost completed by comparison, thus comparison is a basic psychological process for evaluation and choice of consumers [9]. However, in the comparative process, attribute comparison is an important constituent part [10]. Scholars focus on two parts for researches of attribute comparison. One kind is product attribute comparison information based on choice set with the same attribute but different attribute values so that difference and uniqueness can be represented. According to scholars’ current researches, choice sets can be divided into two types, namely, binary and multiple choice sets. In addition, unique and divergence attributes in these two kinds of choice sets are respectively represented as distinctiveness information of products. The other is the attribute comparison information unrelated to choice set, which means the product possesses attributes that other candidate products don’t have, that is novel attribute and product distinctiveness also can be reflected by novel attribute. The product distinctiveness evaluation framework is as shown in Figure 1.

3. Need for Uniqueness (NFC)

Need for uniqueness means the self-imagination and social intention for individuals who acquire, utilize and process consumer goods which can construct and strengthen personal and social identities to develop and improve themselves [11]. The phrase, need for uniqueness, is derived from theory of uniqueness. The theory of uniqueness shows people emphasize the pursuit and balance of level of similarity with others. When level of similarity is increased from low to medium degree, people will create positive emotions such as love and acceptance, thus generate the belonging need. While when level of similarity is grown from medium to extreme degree, people will produce negative emotions and motivate individuals’ need for uniqueness, that is, individuals’ need for uniqueness is required to be aroused when they perceive the level of similarity is extremely high with others and then they will take difference-seeking action to increase difference degree from others. When individuals judge they have medium level of similarity to almost all the social groups, they won’t take any action to change the situation [12].

Driven by need for uniqueness, people choose and purchase distinctive products to decrease adverse impacts
brought by individual homogenization [2] [13]. Consumers will positively pursue distinctive products or experience to show their own unique social images different from others [14]-[16]. According to researches of Tian et al. (2001), it is found consumers’ need for uniqueness has three behavioral manifestation modes: creative choice counter-conformity, unpopular choice counter-conformity and avoidance of similarity. Creative choice counter-conformity means that these consumers intend to show personality, unique identity and the differences with the others. Consumer behavior usually includes purchasing new or exotic products; Unpopular choice counter-conformity refers that these consumers choose or use the unique product to show a unique performance but their choice deviates from the group norms so that consumers need bearing the condemnation from society; Avoidance of similarity is that these consumers are not interested in popular product and avoid using it, that is aimed at avoiding social identity and building their own differences. All three modes demonstrate consumers possessed with need for uniqueness will actively break the convention and take relevant actions to consciously seek for differences from others [11].

4. Feature Comparison Based on Choice Set

Since Tversky (1977) proposed Feature Matching Model to start more and more researches related to feature comparison [10], the feature comparison research has aroused wide interests in academic circles and obtained abundant research results [9] [10] [17]. The conditions of attribute comparison based on choice set include: due to a lack of product knowledge, consumers cannot judge strengths and weaknesses by feature knowledge, but only depend on feature distribution of choice set for helping judgment. Since when feature description is sufficient enough and consumers are familiar enough with features, they can reasonably evaluate and select the product and overlook the influences of choice set structure [18]. However, it is seen from researches related to feature comparison that feature comparison is increasingly developed in the form and changed from comparative research on binary choice set to interactive comparison of multiple choice set. In different choice set structures, attributes to affect product distinctiveness evaluation are various.

4.1. Feature Comparison in Binary Choice Set: Role of Unique Feature

In feature comparison of binary choice set, common features and unique features are both concerned in different degrees. Common feature has the same dimensions and value, while unique feature shows different dimensions and value [9] [10]. Scholars find in the situation of forced selection, common features of products will be offset in comparison process, while unique features will attract more attentions, thus common features cannot provide any information and have few effects on evaluation of consumers’ choice. Therefore, common feature cannot play the role in feature comparison of binary preference set because of its offset effect. However, different from common feature, unique features provide differential information, generate selective processing for consumers, thus they play a huge role in uniqueness evaluation and preference choice of consumers [9] [10] [19]. Different scholars verify effectiveness of unique features in consumer choice from different perspectives in subsequent researches.
Chinese scholar, Li Shu (2005), proposed the Equate-to-differentiate Theory aimed at feature difference comparison in binary choice set and sought for advantageous perspectives to explore consumers’ information comparison and choice behavior in consumer information processing [20]. The theory shows, limited by information processing ability, people will firstly regard features with relatively small differences in one or several dimensions as common features in order to overlook them artificially and only pay attention to dimensions with big differences. In addition, people will be attracted by unique features and select advantageous options from them.

It is found from the analysis above that on account of offset effect of common features and selective processing of unique features, consumers prefer to choose unique features for comparison in binary choice set. Unique feature is the key factor to influence consumer choices.

4.2. Feature Comparison in Multiple Choice Set: Role of Divergence Attribute

For researches on feature comparison in multiple choice set, scholars propose compromise effect and attraction effect based on feature difference comparison to reveal consumer choice behaviors formed by difference comparison in multiple choice set [21] [22]. Attraction effect is to newly add a relatively bad scheme in original choice set in order to increase chosen probability of advantageous schemes [21]; while compromise effect means all features of target scheme shall be in the centered level by introduction of new schemes so as to affect consumers to choose compromise effect [22]. New scheme is introduced in both effects above to analyze influences of choice set structure on consumer preference and choice without product distinctiveness evaluation. Therefore, the multiple choice set which influences product distinctiveness evaluation is mainly related to research on comparison of feature differences and similarities.

There are few researches on comparison of feature differences and similarities in multiple choice set and the perceptual focusing effect recently found is the main research. Perceptual focusing effect shows perception with similar elements will lead dissimilar elements to be easier concerned, thus attentions of decision makers will be attracted to dissimilar options or feature values [23]. Thus, constituent parts of choice set can affect consumers’ perceptual focusing and repetitive common features guide unique features to be focused by perception. In addition, divergence attribute value represented particularly in unique features will be further emphasized [24]. Meanwhile, perceptual focusing effect will also enhance preference of consumers for focused scheme in order to increase its perceptual attraction and choice probability [24] [25].

5. Feature Comparison Unrelated to Choice Set: Role of Novel Features

Novel features are new product features usually unknown by general consumers [26]. With development of modern technologies, lots of emerging products add new features, but for most consumers, these new features are part of novel features. Therefore, many novel features always can arouse innovative perception and advanced imagination of consumers [26]. From numerous previous researches, it is verified when new features are added into products, it will have positive effects on consumer evaluation [26]-[29]. For example, if features which consumers are familiar with [27] and high-tech features [28] are included in products, positive evaluations of consumers can be increased and their choices will be affected. In addition, consumers’ perceptions may be influenced even novel features are irrelevant [29]. Meanwhile, for products with low complexity, the newly added novel features can promote their positive evaluations by consumers; while for high-complexity products, it is easy to create negative emotions by consumers and make unfavorable evaluations for products when adding novel features [26].

Enterprises always add some features to strengthen product characteristics or increase differences. Houston et al. (1995) implemented researches and found when consumers select products, it is easier for products with unique features to be concerned and the purchasing intentions will be improved [19]. Thus, the participation of novel features can promote consumers’ unique perceptions and evaluations as well as has influences on consumer choices. Lots of researches implemented by scholars provide effective reference for enterprises’ product design and formulation of marketing strategies.

6. Conclusion & Expectation

Since product distinctiveness evaluation based on need for uniqueness is a complicated process including selec-
tive processing and activation of external cues, there are different factors to affect product distinctiveness evaluation aimed at various types of feature comparison. The paper analyzes and summarizes the factors of consumers to affect product distinctiveness evaluation driven by need for uniqueness from perspective of consumers’ feature comparison, which is beneficial for enterprises to adjust relevant strategies according to their own product features and market environment. By integration of relevant researches on feature comparison, we find the expansion is not enough by scholars related to complicated choice situations with introduction of complex feature comparison, which is beneficial for enterprises to adjust relevant strategies according to their own product features and market environment. In addition, cross influence mechanism of kinds of influence factors is required to be profoundly explored. Driven by need for uniqueness, influence factors need to be further excavated when consumers are faced with diverse external situations and complicated feature comparison.
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